working with

ePLUS !!!

With ePlus
“You can make the projective
area a huge touchscreen,
and even record everything
you draw and say
synchronously.”
“You can simply save your
multimedia recording to disk
or Knowledge Center on the
web server as the precious
intelligence component.”

ePlus DT

is not an ordinary touch-screen.
It’s a fully digitized Tablet panel that enables user to
directly make hand-writing on screen, interact with
PC on screen and enjoy every kind of computing
style like using a Tablet PC, but on a screen much
bigger. Unlike a regular touch-screen, ePlus DT
won’t allow the data damage or system crash caused
by user’s accidentally touching the screen with fingers.

“You can sychronously
record the multimedia
contents of onsite training
for using in the scenario
of e-learning.”
“It’s extremely easy to
update ePlus multimedia
message.”

ePlus WT a humanized communication

platform more than just a system!.

Not only nicely integrates the multimedia
recording that includes Voice, Images,
Text and dynamic Markup, ePLUS would
highly compress the message for your easy
transmission and sharing on the Internet and
Intranet. It’s even better that, in less than
10 minutes, ordinary people would be able to
make their own multimedia presentation by
ePLUS.

Avail now at your nearest Alexan branch!!

EchoMAX
KARAOKE MIC ADAPTER
Turn your DVD player into a karaoke machine and sound like a pro with
the new EchoMAX DVD Player Karaoke Mic Adapter.

Just plug and play into your DVD player or
any devices with phono audio outputs and sing your hearts out!

If you love to sing and perform, this compact and
affordable gadget is a MUST‑HAVE!
Come and visit our branches for complete information on our products and services.
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